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Gun violence is an intense-

ly debated political issue in 

the United States. Gun-

related violence is most 

common in poor urban ar-

eas and frequently associ-

ated with gang violence, 

often involving male juve-

niles or young adult males. 

High-profile mass shoot-

ings have fueled debate 

over gun policies. School 

violence is a big threat that 

is increasing by passing 

days. Violence is a trau-

matic event and when chil-

dren suffer from violence 

in school, it is just a shock-

ing incidence . We have to 

do something to stop gun 

violence because we cant 

even be safe in school! 

Gun 
Violence 

Please stop 
gun                   

violence! 

 

What is it? 



What causes  

gun violence? 

Many people kill. There are 

many reasons for this issue. 

One of the reasons why peo-

ple kill is revenge. When 

people kill because of re-

venge in that moment they 

don't think clearly. This re-

sults as an instant kill be-

cause of anger. Sometimes 

people blame violent video 

games. This may influence 

the students mind. 

G u n V i o l e n c e 
How to be ready 

You have to know what’s go-

ing on.  If there is a shooting, 

try not to panic,  always try 

keeping calm. That’s the best 

thing to do. Also try hiding in 

a place where you can’t be 

seen. Don’t make a lot of 

noise.  There are many ways 

to be secure in school. One of 

the ways to be secure is to 

lock the door from each class 

room. Also the school should 

have a fence around it. This 

is also a very good way to se-

cure the school and the peo-

ple in it. 

 

 

 

How do we stop it? 

There is a campaign to stop 

gun violence. The campaign 

is called “ Taking a Stand to 

End the Flow of Illegal 

Guns.”  In this campaign, we 

want to make a difference in 

preventing the loss of pre-

cious lives to gun violence.  A 

good way to stop gun vio-

lence is for people to stop 

selling them unless they are 

sold to professionals, or the 

military.  Also, most people 

that have a gun should have 

a permit, not just be carrying 

it around like if it’s a toy you 

can play with. A gun is a very 

strong object. So lets just 

make a change and stop the 

gun violence. 
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